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LOWRY: Yeah, its like they created her just for my character. (laughs) Its a good transition, from what happens
in season five, to season six. The cast, the producers, everything is really good. It was just a really good time. I
had so much fun. I just feel so good about what we were able to do. I cant wait for people to see it. I was a fan
of The Wire from the moment I saw it and it has a huge influence on the way I approach both Strike Back and

the television drama in general. I want each episode to start like the first episode of The Wire and flow
chronologically. Theres that initial hook that gets you invested in the characters, and thats why I want the catch
up. If its any step above an average two and a half hour soap opera, I want you to be as invested in the series
as possible. But I love most of all the way Strike Back balances the thrill of the action with the humanity of the

characters, especially since many of them arent particularly likable. Its no coincidence that The Wire is so
successful - it manages to make the side-characters so likeable you want to root for them, as well as the star of
the show. Even though I was a big The Wire fan, I found there was a point where I started rooting for Tommy as

much as I did for Omar and Jimmy. I think the best thing about Strike Backis that it shows how good the
supporting cast can be without a main character. For example, Dr. Penningstons line about the show being an
everyday day kind of thing is completely true. You never have a chance to rest. It just keeps coming. Theyre

not all likable characters, but theyve made everyone sympathetic. We are all very human. So thats what makes
the show work. It keeps you going.
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